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Abstract: The Internet of Things (IoT) constitutes a vast network comprising various components
such as physical devices, vehicles, buildings, and other items equipped with sensors, actuators, and
software. These components are interconnected, facilitating the collection and exchange of copious
data across networked communications. IoT empowers extensive monitoring and control over a
myriad of objects, enabling them to gather and disseminate data that bolster applications, thereby
enhancing the system’s capacity for informed decision making, environmental surveillance, and
autonomous inter-object interaction, all without the need for direct human involvement. These sys-
tems have achieved seamless connectivity requirements using the next-generation wireless network
infrastructures (5G, 6G, etc.), while their diverse reliability and quality of service (QoS) requirements
across various domains require more efficient solutions. Open RAN (O-RAN), i.e., open radio open
access network (RAN), promotes flexibility and intelligence in the next-generation RAN. This article
reviews the applications of O-RAN in supporting the next-generation smart world IoT systems by
conducting a thorough survey. We propose a generic problem space, which consists of (i) IoT Sys-
tems: transportation, industry, healthcare, and energy; (ii) targets: reliable communication, real-time
analytics, fault tolerance, interoperability, and integration; and (iii) artificial intelligence and machine
learning (AI/ML): reinforcement learning (RL), deep neural networks (DNNs), etc. Furthermore, we
outline future research directions concerning robust and scalable solutions, interoperability and
standardization, privacy, and security. We present a taxonomy to unveil the security threats to emerge
from the O-RAN-assisted IoT systems and the feasible directions to move this research forward.

Keywords: O-RAN; smart IoT systems; machine learning

1. Introduction

Smart “Internet of Things” (IoT) systems refer to interconnected networks of devices,
sensors, and objects that communicate and interact, collect and analyze data, make smart de-
cisions based on the accumulated data, and take actions that improve the systems’ efficiency,
productivity, and safety and security [1–10]. These systems leverage the capabilities of IoT
and data science technologies, such as networking connectivity, data analytics, and automa-
tion, to enable intelligent and efficient operations across various application domains. Some
of the representative application domains include energy [11,12], transportation [13,14],
industry [15,16], and healthcare [17], among others.

The basic building blocks of these systems include the sensing, identification, and/or
controlling unit consisting of sensors and actuators for perceiving their operating environ-
ments and executing the received instructions, the processing unit housing microproces-
sors and software applications for data processing and running computations within the
network edge, a communication unit comprised of the radio access network (RAN) for
connecting the different nodes to the core network and the services unit for orchestrating
the other components of the system to provide the required services [18].
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The advancement of IoT technology heavily depends on its three pillars of computing,
communication, and things (sensors and actuators). As evident by Figure 1, smart IoT sys-
tems have diverse quality of service (QoS) and reliability requirements [15,19]. For example,
healthcare wearables and energy grid smart meters are massive-connectivity-intensive. At the
same time, self-driving vehicles and remote surgery are latency-intensive, while telemedicine
and industrial control and monitoring systems are broadband-intensive [20–23].

In the last two decades, mobile technology has opened the wildest imaginations
regarding innovation and creativity in the telecom sector by drastically changing how we
communicate from the perspective of distance and geographical divide. As a result, the
total user experience has been consistently and substantially improved by new technology
generations launched on average every ten years [24]. In a report published in 2022 by
Dell’Oro, it was predicted that the global Radio Access Network (RAN) industry will
surpass $40 billion by 2026 and that Open-RAN deployment will represent more than 15%
to 20% of RAN worldwide [24,25].

Traditional cellular networks such as 3G and 4G are built on monolithic, inflexi-
ble infrastructure, unlike 5G, which supports heterogeneity, allowing O-RAN to run on
software-defined radio (SDR), an open loop instead of traditional analog hardware-based
systems, which are closed-loop control [26]. The practical implementation of 5G systems
requires drastically reworking existing plug-and-play methodologies instead of flexible,
new, and open paradigms for network management, deployment, and control [27]. In
this scenario, the cellular arena welcomes ground-breaking and cutting-edge networking
solutions based on softwarization, openness, resource sharing, virtualization, and mobile
edge-computing [28,29].

O-RAN technology aims at maximizing possible resource usage and sharing infrastruc-
ture, providing a unique market opportunity such as infrastructure leasing and connectivity-
as-a-service (CaaS) technology. As a result, it is an appealing solution for network operators
and infrastructure providers [30]. The monolithic nature of RAN components, which
supported a few vendors and were viewed by operators as black boxes, gave rise to draw-
backs such as network node cooperation restrictions, poor reconfiguration, and vendor
lock-in [28].

Furthermore, O-RAN technology advocates for the disaggregation of the RAN into
smaller modules: a radio unit (RU), distributed unit (DU), control unit (CU), and opening
the interfaces between the different components to promote flexibility, interoperability,
innovation, and reduce costs [31]. The O-RAN Alliance is a group of companies formed
to develop and promote the O-RAN concept. The alliance includes numerous compa-
nies, including mobile network operators, equipment vendors, and software providers.
The alliance has developed a set of specifications and reference architectures for O-RAN,
which are designed to ensure interoperability between different vendors’ equipment [32].
Even though the O-RAN idea was initially conceived to support traditional mobile net-
works, next-generation wireless networks and smart IoT systems are also covered [33]. For
example, networks for IoT systems comprise a heterogeneous and growing number of
devices, sensors, objects, and other components, which makes it challenging to manage
and orchestrate the network. With the aid of O-RAN, the interface between the different
network components can be standardized and opened for easier management and orches-
tration, leading to enhanced efficiency and cost savings. Furthermore, it can facilitate the
development of open and standardized interfaces between IoT devices, gateways, and
the edge and cloud to allow different vendors’ devices and gateways to work together
seamlessly. Similarly, O-RAN can promote the development of enhanced edge intelligence
solutions, i.e., by processing data close to where it is generated for transmission latency
reduction [33–36].

In this study, we have systematically reviewed the literature by querying the reputable
research databases using AND operation between keywords to have precise results such as
‘O-RAN’ and ‘IoT’, ‘O-RAN’ and ‘Transportation’, ‘O-RAN’ and ‘Industrial IoT’, ‘O-RAN’
and ‘Healthcare’, ‘O-RAN’ and ‘Energy’. Furthermore, the articles are scrutinized to ensure
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that the O-RAN concept supports the IoT systems conceptually or technically. Articles not
satisfying the above criteria are not included in this research. Table 1 lists the key terms
and abbreviations in the paper.

Our major contributions to this paper are as follows.

• We systematically review the applications of O-RAN in smart IoT systems, i.e., trans-
portation, industry, healthcare, and energy.

• We propose a generic three-dimensional problem space that considers IoT systems
(e.g., transportation, industry, healthcare, energy), targets (e.g., reliable communica-
tion, real-time analytics, fault tolerance, interoperability, integration), and artificial
intelligence and machine learning (AI/ML) schemes (e.g., reinforcement learning (RL),
deep neural networks (DNNs).

• We outline future research directions concerning robust and scalable solutions, inter-
operability and standardizations, privacy, and security. We also present a taxonomy to
unveil the security threats to emerge from the O-RAN-assisted IoT systems and the
feasible directions to address those threats.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the back-
ground of traditional radio access networks (RAN), the concept of O-RAN technology,
AI/ML, and a brief literature review on O-RAN. Section 3 explores the O-RAN in smart
IoT systems based on our defined problem space. Section 4 presents several challenges and
future research directions. Finally, Section 5 gives the final remarks.

Table 1. List of terms and abbreviations.

Term Full Meaning Term Full Meaning

AML Adversarial machine learning AMQP Advanced message queuing protocol

AI Artificial intelligence BBU Baseband unit

BLE Bluetooth low energy QoS Quality of service

CaaS Connectivity-as-a-service CoAP Constrained application protocol

CNN Convolutional neural network CPS Cyber–physical system

CTDE Centralized training distributed execution CU Control unit

DCS Distributed control systems DNN Deep neural network

DoS Denial of service DU Distributed unit

FL Federated learning emBB Enhanced mobile broadband

eCPRI Enhanced common public radio interface GNN Graph neural network

ICT Information communication technology ICS Industrial control system

IIoT Industrial Internet of Things IP Internet protocol

IoT Internet of things IoV Internet of vehicle

LLM Large language model LoRaWAN Long-range wide area network

LTE Long-term evolution ML Machine learning

MIMO Multiple-input and multiple-output MITM Man in the middle

emMTC Enhanced massive machine type communication MQTT Message queuing telemetry transport

OT Operational technology P2P Peer-to-peer

PMU Phasor measurement unit PLC Programmable logic controller

QoS Quality of service RAN Radio access network

RF Radio frequency RFID Radio frequency identification

RIC RAN intelligent controller RNN Recurrent neural network
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Table 1. Cont.

Term Full Meaning Term Full Meaning

NRT-RIC Near-real-time RIC RL Reinforcement learning

N-NRT-RIC Non-real-time RIC RU Radio unit

SCADA Supervisory control and data acquisition SDR Software-defined-radio

SMS Smart manufacturing system STS Smart transportation system

SWOT Strengths weaknesses opportunities and threats UAV Unmanned aerial vehicle

3GPP Third Generation Partnership Project UE User equipment

URLLC Ultra-reliable and low-latency communication ZTA Zero-trust architecture

2. Background

This section begins with a briefing of the traditional RAN, the basic concept of O-RAN
technology, such as disaggregation, virtualization, RAN intelligent controller (RIC), and
open interfaces. Then, this section introduces AI/ML techniques to make optimal or sub-
optimal decisions or pattern recognition and classification, and a brief literature review
on O-RAN.

2.1. Traditional Radio Access Network (RAN)

The RAN, popularly known as the access network, is the radio component of the
cellular network. It is an essential element of a wireless telecommunication system that
employs radio links to connect each device to other network sections. The RAN connects
user equipment (UEs) over a fiber or wireless backhaul connection, such as a phone,
computer, or any remotely operated machine. From the first generation (1G) of cellular
networking to the fifth generation (5G), RANs have undergone several developments.
The core network and radio access network underwent a significant change due to the
introduction of long-term evolution (LTE) RAN by the Third Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP) in the 2000s with the advent of fourth-generation (4G) technology. With 4G, system
connectivity was replaced by circuit-based networks for the first time and was based on
the internet protocol (IP). The first cellular networks were developed in the early years of
the 2000s. Text messages, voice calls, streaming video, and audio have all become part of
RAN’s capabilities. Many more types of UEs use these networks, including autonomous
cars, drones, and IoT devices.

Despite these remarkable advancements, traditional RANs are monolithic nowadays
(i.e., inflexible, protocol-based, proprietary-driven), and inefficient in handling a number
of vast dynamic requirements brought by 5G and future 6G. This calls for open, flexible,
intelligent, software-driven connectivity solutions capable of handling these requirements
and resolving the traditional RAN’s deficiencies in a more cost-effective and energy-efficient
manner. To address the shortcomings posed by RAN architecture, a number of research
and standardization initiatives proposed O-RAN as the new paradigm shift for the future
of RAN. Notwithstanding, O-RAN implementations use software-based, virtualized, and
disaggregated components that are interoperable across multiple vendors and connected
by open, standardized interfaces [37,38].

2.2. Concept of O-RAN Technology

The new O-RAN paradigm approach is software-based and adaptable, enabling
data-informed smart control loops for cellular systems and openness, virtualization, and
programmability of RAN functionality and components. As a result, network engineers can
support new customized services on common physical infrastructures and vigorously rear-
range them in response to user demand and network conditions thanks to the Open RAN.
In addition, the network’s operating expenses could decrease due to greater efficiency [26].

Disaggregation: It entails breaking down the RAN components into smaller chunks
of functional modules that different vendors can implement. The following units emerged
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by disaggregating the O-RAN components: the baseband unit (BBU), i.e., the control unit
(CU), which is responsible for control plane functions, such as radio resource manage-
ment and mobility management; the distributed unit (DU), which is responsible for radio
frequency (RF) processing and data plane functions, such as user data forwarding; and
finally, the radio unit (RU), which is responsible for radio frequency (RF) signal reception
and transmission.

Virtualization: It encompasses separating the RAN software components from the
underlying hardware to allow greater flexibility and agility in the RAN and the potential for
cost savings. Since software components are tightly coupled to the underlying hardware in
a traditional RAN, virtualization decouples the software components from the underlying
hardware to optimize the RAN’s performance for different application environments or
even gives room for creating a responsive cloud-based RAN that scales or shrinks based on
the available demand to ease the management of the RAN.

RAN intelligent controller (RIC): It is a key component of the O-RAN architecture.
It carries out controlling and managing the RAN, and it uses software-based intelligence
to optimize the performance of the network. The RIC is divided into the near-real-time
RIC (NRT-RIC) and the non-real-time RIC (N-NRT-RIC). The N-NRT-RIC operates on a
timescale greater than 1 s to handle non-real-time events and their respective control loops,
such as configuration changes and performance optimization. The NRT-RIC operates
between the 10 ms and 1 s timescale to handle near real-time events and their respective
control loops, such as handovers and admission control.

D’Oro et al. [39] proposed the concept of dApps operating in the CU and DU to
extend the RIC capabilities towards handling real-time control loops such as scheduling
and beamforming working on timescales of less than 10 ms, even though efforts extending
the RIC concept to the RU are yet to be recorded at the time of this writing. For instance,
Ko et al. [40] proposed edgeRic to confirm that decoupling the RIC from the RAN stack and
co-locating it close to the DU can support control loops operating within sub milliseconds
and even microseconds. These proposed contributions extended the RIC capabilities toward
addressing the latency requirements of the next-generation smart IoT systems.

Open interface: It involves the collection of standardized interfaces that enable the dif-
ferent components of the RAN to communicate with each other. The interfaces are designed
to be open and interoperable to facilitate the seamless cooperation of different vendors.

Some of the interfaces that are defined and standardized by the O-RAN Alliance
include the following: The O1 interface, which connects the SMO with the remaining
components (CU, DU, RU, and near-RT RIC) of the RAN stack to manage and orchestrate
the RAN as well as enable the integration of the third-party apps. The A1 interface, which
provides a connection between the non-RT-RIC and the N-RT-RIC to send intelligent
policies and telemetries to the N-RT-RIC and allow the N-RT-RIC to control the RAN
intelligently. The E2 interface, which connects the N-RT-RIC with the E2 nodes, enabling
different RAN optimization and automation services like RAN control, monitoring, and
configuration. Other interfaces include the fronthaul, which connects the RU with the DU.
Midhaul enables connections between the DU and the CU, and backhaul connects the RAN
with the core network. Figure 2 describes the architecture of O-RAN as defined by O-RAN
Alliance [32]. The alliance is a global industry consortium that promotes developing and
adopting open and intelligent RAN technologies. It was initiated to transform traditional
RAN infrastructure by enabling greater interoperability, flexibility, and innovation in the
mobile telecommunications industry. The alliance plays a pivotal role in driving innovation
and openness in RAN technology, which is essential for the evolution of 5G networks and
the deployment of future wireless communication technologies.
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Smart IoT Systems

Sensing Unit Processing Unit Communication Unit Service Unit
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IoT Applications

5G Protocols - Realibility and QoS

Figure 1. Building block of IoT systems.
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Figure 2. O-RAN architecture as defined by the O-RAN Alliance [32].
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2.3. Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning (AI/ML)

Simply put, AI is the art of enabling machines with human-like thought, reasoning,
and decision-making power. It is the grand quest to breathe life into algorithms, allow-
ing them to perceive the world, learn from experience to build a model that can reflect
the target system, adapt to changing circumstances, and provide solutions to complex
problems [7,41,42]. The ML, which is a subset of AI, learns from the given data about the
past to make better futuristic predictions. It is the digital detective, discovering patterns and
insights that elude human senses in pursuing more intelligent and autonomous machines.

In this context, the typical applications of AI/ML methods include dynamic control
decision-making and pattern recognition/classification techniques as described below.

Reinforcement learning (RL) is a branch of the dynamic ML paradigm where software
agents learn to make decisions in an environment by receiving feedback as rewards [43].
Through a cycle of observations, actions, and learning, the agents gradually improve
their decision-making abilities to achieve long-term goals. Several RL types range from
value-based, policy-based, deep RL, or actor–critic learning, which combines the two for
optimized decision making in dynamic environments.

RL is applied in the O-RAN context to optimize the management and performance
of the network. For example, RL dynamically allocates resources (bandwidth, power,
frequencies, etc.) to different IoT devices or network slices based on real-time conditions
and demands. Similarly, RL can control power consumption by optimizing transmission
power levels and sleep modes of devices while ensuring connectivity and QoS. Again,
RL agents can be trained to detect network anomalies and failures and then decide to
implement self-healing mechanisms. This proactive approach ensures network resilience
and reduces downtime. Despite RL’s promising capabilities for optimizing O-RAN and the
emerging O-RAN-based IoT systems, challenges related to training data, model robustness,
and real-time adaptation, among others, remain open for the research community to
solve [43,44].

Deep neural networks (DNNs): This refers to the stacked neural network architec-
tures that recognize patterns and extract information from structured or unstructured
data. They are well suited for tasks involving images, sequences, and graph data [41].
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs), as a good example, are applied to tasks involving
grid-like data, such as images and videos. They are proficient at capturing spatial relation-
ships within data. Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) on the other hand, are designed for
handling sequential data. The architecture has connections that allow information to persist
over time, which makes it exemplary at capturing temporal relationships within the data.
Graph neural networks (GNNs) are essential for data representation involving graphs,
i.e., data consisting of several nodes and edges. They are mostly used in applications with
essential relationships between data points, such as network traffic analysis [45].

In this context, these techniques are applied to learn the latent characteristics of the
network and its users, which will guide the effective management of the network in several
ways. For example, these techniques can learn the operating pattern of the network from its
data to predict traffic and performance degradation, detect anomalies and intrusions, and
optimize energy efficiency. However, despite DNN’s potential, striking a balance between
their complexity and the complexity of the emerging O-RAN-based IoT system to satisfy
the real-time performance requirement of their operating environment remains open for
further research [41,46,47].

2.4. Brief Review on O-RAN

A number of recent research works have shown that O-RAN can support the next-
generation smart IoT systems in several ways. For example, in two separate works, re-
searchers in Pham et al. [48] and Pham et al. [49] considered the Internet of drones by
integrating UAVs with O-RAN architecture to optimize user routes to the core network
to improve resource allocation and enhance offloading tasks. Similarly, Wang et al. [36]
proposed a computation offloading strategy that minimizes energy consumption and re-
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duces the communication latency of O-RAN-based IoT systems. Riccio et al. [50] leveraged
the RAN intelligent controller (RIC) to enhance IoT handover management. Lini et al. [51]
emphasized that merging AI with 5G is essential in facilitating open networking (vendor
independence) as well as realizing the next-generation smart IoT systems. Firouzi et al. [35]
adopted O-RAN to optimize federated learning (FL) operation in supporting distributed
edge intelligence of 5G-based IoT systems. Liu et al. [52] addressed network slicing security
in cyber–physical systems (CPS), while Kougioumzidis et al. [53] considered extending
O-RAN capabilities to virtual reality applications. Vila et al. [54] presented the network
digital twins (DT) concept to reflect the RAN’s operation for taking the appropriate ac-
tion. Likewise, Masaracchia et al. [55] demonstrated the integration of DT with O-RAN as
inevitable for yielding the 6G RAN.

Similarly, there are several surveys and reviews on O-RAN, its application areas, and
areas of challenges. For example, Polese et al. [31] presented a comprehensive tutorial
on O-RAN, discussing its architecture, interfaces, and workflows, giving a big picture
of how O-RAN aims to transform the next-generation cellular networks. In addition to
covering the areas of research successes and challenges, Liyanage et al. [56] presented
both threats and possible solutions that are associated with O-RAN’s security and privacy
concerns. Bitton et al. [57] presented a systematic adversarial machine learning (AML)
threat analysis for O-RAN, discussing some of the possible AML countermeasures and a
method for conducting risk assessments. Abdalla et al. [58] reviewed O-RAN capabilities.
Likewise, Wu et al. [59] reviewed network slicing management in Industrial IoT. Thus,
there is room for more effort within the public domain to provide a holistic investigation of
the applications of O-RAN in smart IoT systems.

3. O-RAN in Smart IoT Systems

This section explores the smart IoT systems and the O-RAN contribution in each
selected domain. In particular, we first describe the problem system and then present the
O-RAN application to some representative IoT systems.

3.1. Problem Space

We propose a three-dimensional problem space, as detailed by Figure 3, where the
X-axis indicates the IoT systems (e.g., STS, SMS, others), the Y-axis displays the targets
(e.g., reliable communication, real-time analytics, fault tolerance, interoperability and
integration), and the Z-axis covers the AI/ML techniques (i.e., RL, DNN).

As shown in Figure 3, four targets were adopted to represent the research objectives
achieved by O-RAN while supporting the smart IoT systems. The targets derived from the
adopted research methodology and the diligent consideration of the objectives achieved by
O-RAN in these domains. The dimension of targets (Y) are detailed below:

• Reliable communication (Y1): It entails the achievement of reliable, optimized, and secure
communication infrastructure for seamless connectivity and data exchange within
and between these systems by addressing challenges related to latency, bandwidth,
privacy, authentication protocols, interference, etc. For example, V2X communication
represents optimal transmission latency [60], IoE beamforming represents optimized
interference in the transmission medium [61], and telemedicine represents optimum
end-to-end healthcare service delivery [62].

• Real-time analytics (Y2): It involves improving data collection, analysis, decision-
making, and control by integrating edge computing, distributed analytics, and ma-
chine learning techniques to support extracting valuable insights and real-time moni-
toring. It also enables predictive maintenance, personalized services, etc. For example,
resource allocation represents the dynamic assignment of network resources in real
time [34], and edge intelligence represents data analytics close to where it is generated
for improved performance [63,64].

• Fault tolerance (Y3): It implies using the O-RAN concept to enhance IoT systems’
resilience and self-healing capabilities by improving the robustness of fault detec-
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tion and recovery mechanisms to ensure uninterrupted operation, quick response to
disruptions and security threats to minimize downtime. Some of the examples are
signaling storm detection [65] and Industrial IoT data security [66].

• Interoperability and integration (Y4): It entails using the O-RAN concept to promote
interoperability and integration among IoT devices, systems, and platforms using the
standardized interfaces to enable seamless connectivity, data exchange, and integration
of diverse components for efficient operations. For example, O-RAN can be used to
facilitate interoperability between two or more IoT domains [59].

It is worth noting that to make O-RAN a viable wireless network infrastructure to
support IoT applications, it is critical to perform quantitative analysis with performance
metrics (latency, bandwidth, scalability, capacity, coverage, range, etc.) for IoT applica-
tions based on O-RAN. For example, related to smart manufacturing systems, to carry
out monitoring capability of industrial systems, the latency range must be below 100 ms,
bandwidth must be in the range of 0.1–0.5 Mp/s, and reliability needs to be larger than
99.9% [67]. In our prior study [15], we emphasized the importance of understanding the
key parameters and performance requirements of smart manufacturing systems, including
types of manufacturing applications, key parameters (network size, etc.) and performance
requirements (latency, reliability, etc.), discussed the challenges and limitations of existing
static networking infrastructure to support applications in smart manufacturing systems
with diversified performance requirements, and called for the necessity of developing
dynamic and flexible/re-configurable networking infrastructures (e.g., software-defined
networking) to support IoT applications with different performance requirements. Addi-
tionally, for energy-based IoT systems such as smart grids [68], it is critical to understand
the performance requirements of smart grid applications in both the transmission and
distribution side based on the standardization and carry out performance evaluation of
different networking architectures and protocols. As the O-RAN is a new network in-
frastructure, the standardization and research community shall have joint efforts on the
performance gap of O-RAN to support IoT applications via modeling, simulation, and
testbed development.

Figure 3. Problem space.

3.2. Smart Transportation Systems

The smart transportation system leverages advanced information communication
technologies (ICT) to enhance transportation systems’ safety, efficiency, reliability, and
sustainability. It integrates sensors, communication systems, data analytics, and control sys-
tems to collect and process data, providing real-time decisions, and optimize transportation
operations. Nowadays, the smart transportation system is used to support the automatic
control of vehicles, monitor traffic conditions, handle traffic flow, provide real-time infor-
mation updates to drivers, reduce environmental pollution, and even improve air quality.
With the advent of 5G, the next-generation smart transportation system aims to improve
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road safety, traffic efficiency, environmental sustainability, and user experience through
enhanced communication and data-driven technologies [69]. Just like the “ultra-reliable
and low-latency communication (URLLC)” capabilities to support real-time applications like
autonomous driving, improving the reliability, range, and capacity of V2X communica-
tion promotes better coordination among road users [70]. The “enhanced mobile broadband
(emBB)” applications like in-vehicle entertainment and infotainments require high-quality
multimedia streaming, augmented reality navigation, and other entertainment services to
passengers in moving vehicles [71]. The “massive machine type communication (mMTC)” en-
ables more effective traffic management and congestion reduction strategies using dynamic
traffic signal control, adaptive routing, and predictive traffic flow analysis, etc. [72,73].

At the same time, O-RAN could build on that to promote automation, interoperabil-
ity, and cost-efficiency in the next-generation ITS by enhancing vehicular communication
optimization, traffic management and control, cooperative autonomous driving, etc. For ex-
ample, Huang et al. [63] presented an improved edge intelligence supporting IoV networks.
Hammami et al. [74] leveraged the O-RAN concept to implement a centralized training
but distributed execution (CTDE) strategy to enable cooperation among diverging agents
operating in vehicular networks. In this manner, they addressed the resource allocation
problem of V2V and V2I while satisfying their reliability and QoS requirements. Likewise,
Ndikumana et al. [64] used the NRT-RIC to create a collaboration area in a network of
multiple radios and edges. Their approach can balance computation and communication,
translating to a latency reduction in autonomous vehicles network [75].

Abolhasan et al. [76] utilized the RIC to control the proposed fuzzy-based routing
protocol. The RIC handles the dynamic network topology and arrives at the optimum traffic
route by generating and maintaining the link state database, which guides the multi-hop
peer-to-peer (P2P) communication. Linsalata et al. [60] presented O-RAN as a promising
enabler of the next-generation vehicular communication orchestration, together with open
research considerations militating against integrating the two technologies. V2X resource
allocation, beam selection, relay assignment, and network DTs are among the feasible
research directions in their work.

Takeaways from smart transportation systems: Supported by Table 2, the reviewed
efforts in smart transportation covered Y1 and Y2, while Y3 and Y4 are less explored. How-
ever, despite O-RAN’s achievements in smart transportation, there is a need for smart-
transportation-compatible specifications, standards, and tools facilitating the development
of robust, secure, energy-efficient, adaptive solutions that operate in real life.

Table 2. Summary of O-RAN in smart transportation systems.

Reference, Year Objective Gap Contribution Remarks

Ref. [63], 2021 X1, Y2 Computation-intensive solutions are not
suitable for delay-sensitive Internet of
vehicle (IoV) networks

Leveraged O-RAN concept to im-
prove IoV’s edge intelligence

The solution was technically presented and
supported with a prototype but calls for the
open-source community’s support to be stan-
dardised

Ref. [74], 2022 X1, Y2 Traditional vehicular networks cannot
facilitate cooperation among diverging
agents in a resource constraint environ-
ment

Adopts O-RAN concept to imple-
ment “centralized training distributed
execution (CTDE)” which promotes
cooperation between diverging
agents in a given environment

Despite the solution being technically pre-
sented and supported with results, it appears
to be computation-expensive for its real appli-
cation

Ref. [64], 2022 X1, Y2 Balancing between computation and
communication in a network of multiple
radios and edges is expensive in delay-
sensitive systems

Utilizing the O-RAN concept to cre-
ate a cooperation space in a net-
work consisting of multiple radios
and edges to improve autonomous
vehicles’ edge intelligence

The solution appears to be technically solid for
operating in a static network. However, the so-
lution may not scale to accommodate today’s
network dynamics

Ref. [76], 2022 X1, Y1 Multi-hop routing protocols do not con-
sider the changing dynamics of the net-
work participants

Proposed a fuzzy-based routing pro-
tocol guided by the RIC to accommo-
date the changing dynamics of multi-
hop peer-to-peer communication

Despite the idea’s novelty, the solution ex-
tends the system’s complexity by increasing
the processing overhead in today’s delay-
sensitive smart transportation systems.

Ref.[60], 2023 X1, Y1 Traditional RANs cannot support the
emerging dynamic V2X communication

Presented O-RAN as a viable candi-
date for supporting dynamic control
in V2X

The contribution was visionary; calls for the
modification of the open interfaces to be V2X
compatible
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3.3. Smart Manufacturing Systems

Smart manufacturing applies cutting-edge technology that uses Internet-connected
equipment to increase production efficiency and track processes by employing computer
controls, modeling, big data, and other automation [15]. The Industrial Internet of Things
(IIoT) has specific applications, one of which is smart manufacturing. The IIoT aims to
increase the reachability, effectiveness, and decision making in industrial control systems
(ICS). It also offers intelligent functions, including energy consumption monitoring, en-
vironmental release management, and general safety and security for the ICS network.
ICSs are hardware and software-based systems that monitor and manage industrial activi-
ties. The networking hardware and protocols that serve the ICS are known as operational
technologies (OT). Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA), plant distribution
control systems (DCSs), as well as programmable logic controllers (PLCs) are some of the
common examples of OT employed in ICS [77]. This entails integrating inter-connected IoT
devices, technologies, and principles in industrial settings to improve operational efficiency,
optimize processes, and enhance productivity. The smart manufacturing system leverages
sensors, devices, and intelligent systems to connect and collect data from various industrial
assets, machines, and equipment, enabling real-time monitoring, control of environmental
activities, analysis, and automation.

From the 5G era and beyond, the smart manufacturing system targets improving
seamless connectivity, ultra-reliable communication, high data rate, low latency, efficient
data processing, and optimal resource allocation for various industrial applications, for
example, industrial automation and remote robotics, where minimal transmission latency
is the principal objective, video surveillance for real-time monitoring of industrial assets
where high-speed data rates are targeted, and industrial assets tracking, where massive
machine connectivity is preferred, among others [78–80].

O-RAN will build on 5G’s intervention to yield open, scalable, resilient, cost-effective
solutions that lead to a more efficient, productive, resilient, and sustainable industrial
setting. This can be achieved in several ways. For example, Rahman et al. [67] conducted
a “SWOT Analysis” to determine O-RAN’s areas of strengths that could be leveraged to
support the next-generation smart manufacturing applications in satisfying their seamless
connectivity requirements. Lin et al. [81] proposed “zero-touch” architecture to connect
the diverse components of a smart factory together. The RIC was used to control the
connectivity using AI/ML in a distributed passion.

Abedin et al. [34] proposed a flexible and scalable method of slicing the IIoT network in
RIC while considering the diverse QoS requirements and the available resources within the
network. Their approach reduces the problem’s complexity by employing distributed game
theory to match each slice to its corresponding cell base stations and then applying actor–
critic learning to achieve an optimum resource allocation that facilitates IIoT monitoring
and control.

Hoffmann et al. [65] proposed an xApp that examines the control plane messages to
detect malicious threats targeting IIoT devices. Tselikis et al. [66] presented IIoT data secu-
rity as critical for effectively monitoring and controlling the ecosystem, thereby examining
O-RAN’s readiness towards ensuring the privacy and security of the data.

Takeaways from smart manufacturing systems: As supported by Table 3, the re-
viewed efforts in smart manufacturing systems covered Y1, Y2, and Y3 while Y4 still needs
further exploration. However, despite O-RAN’s achievements in smart manufacturing,
there is a need for more efforts on SMS-compatible specifications, standards, and devel-
opment, as well as testing tools facilitating the development of scalable, robust, adaptive
solutions that keep the end-to-end security and privacy of the operating environment and
its data in mind.
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Table 3. Summary of O-RAN in smart manufacturing systems.

Reference, Year Objective Gap Contribution Remarks

Ref. [34], 2022 X2, Y2 Traditional RAN slicing is achieved
using proprietary solutions

Applied game theory and actor–
critic learning in the RIC, to
address the resource allocation
problem of IIoT

Despite the solution’s robustness in
preserving the system’s QoS, secu-
rity must be kept in mind as well

Ref. [81], 2022 X2, Y2 distributed AI/ML solutions in IIoT
are implemented in small scales

Used the RIC to control the
large-scale connectivity of di-
verse smart factory components

Large-scale solutions require dedi-
cated testing and validation tools
while considering safety threats tar-
geting the model and the system

Ref. [65], 2023 X2, Y3 signaling messages evaluation is hard
to achieve with monolithic solutions

xApp that studies the IIoT con-
trol plane messages statistics and
detects any outlier as malicious
right from the registration stage

Anomaly detection methods in a
dynamic, heterogeneous environ-
ment that encourages interoperabil-
ity needs to be robust, resilient, scal-
able and operate in real time

Ref. [66], 2023 X2, Y3 IIoT data security cannot be guaran-
teed by single scale solutions

Examines O-RAN’s readiness to
provide an interoperable ecosys-
tem housing diverse security so-
lutions working together to pre-
serve IIoT QoS requirements

Security by design principles needs
detailed investigation in this context

Ref. [67], 2023 X2, Y2 5G-based IIoT solutions are mono-
lithic

Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportu-
nities, and Threats (SWOT) anal-
ysis of O-RAN in addressing
the connectivity requirements of
IIoT applications, i.e., in terms of
monitoring and control

O-RAN potentials can only be un-
covered by IIoT applications if the
solutions are tested thoroughly, stan-
dardized for effective deployment

3.4. Smart Healthcare Systems

The smart healthcare system entails leveraging technological advancements in AI/ML
and IoT to improve healthcare delivery, enhance medical services, improve patient out-
comes, and streamline healthcare processes. The fundamental objective of smart healthcare
is to provide personalized, efficient, and effective healthcare services while minimizing
costs and enhancing the general quality of caregiving.

Some of the critical components of smart healthcare include IoT devices (sensors/actuators)
and healthcare wearables for collecting patients’ data remotely. The data are analyzed
using AI/ML models to predict the required action, processed and stored with the aid of
computing infrastructures like the network edge, cloud, data centers, and other networking
equipment, and supported with a user interface to guide user interaction with the system.
Due to the critical nature of the system and the data in circulation, the system is supported
with authentication, encryption, access control, and intrusion detection mechanisms to
ensure the security and privacy of the system and data [82].

With the benefits realized from the advancements in cellular networks like the 5G/6G,
O-RAN can improve the services rendered by IHS by providing a flexible, scalable, and
interoperable architecture that can support many devices, users, and systems to operate
more cost-effectively and energy-efficiently.

For example, De et al. [62] presented “OpenCare5G”, a project aimed at demonstrating
5G-enabled telemedicine, i.e., remote digital healthcare examinations in real-time. The
project employs the O-RAN concept to disaggregate the network components, giving
room for customization and updates and making the solution flexible and cost-effective.
Likewise, Trifonov et al. [83] demonstrated how O-RAN uses AI/ML to improve network
performance and supported that a policy-driven use case could control the inactivity timer
prediction of narrow-band medical IoT devices.

Takeaways from smart healthcare systems: Supported by Table 4, the reviewed ef-
forts in smart healthcare covered Y1 and Y2, while Y3 and Y4 are yet to be explored. However,
despite O-RAN’s achievements in smart healthcare, there is a need for more efforts to tran-
sition the several objectives in smart healthcare to reality as well as healthcare-compatible
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specifications, standards and tools facilitating the development of enhanced solutions that
preserve the end-to-end privacy and security of the patient’s data.

Table 4. Summary of O-RAN in smart healthcare systems.

Reference, Year Objective Gap Contribution Remarks

Ref. [62], 2023 X3, Y1 5G facilitates the seamless con-
nectivity required by remote
healthcare services but with ad-
ditional cost

Employs O-RAN to extend re-
mote healthcare services to rural
areas cost-effectively

Smart healthcare solutions will remain
incomplete if end-to-end privacy and se-
curity of patients data is not considered

Ref. [83], 2022 X3, Y2 5G-based inactivity timer predic-
tion methods are not adaptive

Employ O-RAN concept to pro-
pose an adaptive policy that em-
beds intelligence in the RAN,
guiding the efficient energy uti-
lization of remote narrow-band
medical devices

The effort is conceptual; needs to be tran-
sited to real implementation

3.5. Smart Energy Systems

The smart energy system, such as the smart grid, involves integrating modern com-
munication and information technologies with the energy sector to create a more intercon-
nected, efficient, and sustainable energy ecosystem by applying digital solutions to energy
generation, distribution, consumption, and management. The smart energy system lever-
ages data analytics, automation, and real-time communication to optimize energy systems,
enhance grid stability, and support the integration of distributed energy resources (DER).
Some candidate systems in smart energy systems include smart grids, energy management
and optimization systems, renewable energy integration mechanisms, demand response
programs, microgrids, and energy trading schemes.

With 5G and beyond 5G (B5G) networks, the smart energy system targets the revo-
lution of the entire energy sector by supporting efficient, flexible, and responsive energy
systems. This can be achieved in several ways. Starting from ensuring low latency, facilitat-
ing real-time communication between various energy assets, sensors, and control systems
to maintain grid stability, respond quickly to supply and demand fluctuations, and ensure
the reliability of energy services to providing the massive connectivity required by the
smart energy system to connect a wide range of devices, like the smart meters, sensors,
DERs, energy storage systems, and electric vehicles as well as providing the necessary
bandwidth required for transmitting large amounts of data in real-time, especially for the
essential applications requiring high-resolution energy consumption monitoring, real-time
analytics, and video surveillance of energy infrastructures [84]. When the O-RAN concept
is extended to smart energy applications, it will yield more flexibly connected, efficient,
and collaborative energy systems supporting enhanced communication, improved man-
agement of DERs, better grid stability, and increased flexibility in adapting to evolving
energy demands.

For example, Mongay et al. [61] presented 5G as a promising enabler of smart energy
systems and supported that with an O-RAN-based beamforming case study. Similarly,
Kundacina et al. [85] proposed how 5G will support the next generation’s smart distributed
state estimation of PMU-based WAMS in near-real-time.

Takeaways from smart energy systems: Supported by Table 5, the reviewed efforts
in smart energy systems covered Y1 and Y2, while Y3 and Y4 remain open for further
investigation. However, despite O-RAN’s achievements in smart energy systems, there
is a need for more real-time operating ideas to maintain the integrity of the operating
environment’s data, minimizing interference in the transmission medium, which will
improve the system’s resilience to threats.

Finally, as depicted in Table 6, the O-RAN-IoT convergence helps to minimize IoT
devices’ energy consumption. In particular, computation tasks can be offloaded from the
participating nodes to the network edge in the representative CPS (smart transportation,
smart manufacturing, smart energy grids, smart healthcare, etc). The network edge can
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leverage the O-RAN to promote openness and intelligence in addition to virtualization,
scalability, and flexibility provided by the proprietary C-RAN and V-RAN. The openness
in the edge offers the opportunity for heterogeneous computation and communication
tasks to be jointly optimized and executed for latency reduction, which translates to the
cost-effective energy consumption of participating IoT devices. Taking the computation
offloading case [86] as an example, offloading points, processing speed, offloading ratio, and
transmission power were jointly optimized within the edge. Since computation is carried
out in the O-RAN-based edge and only the results are sent back to the participating nodes
(IoT devices) via the downlink channel; this avoids traffic congestion, drastically reducing
the energy consumption of IoT devices. Illustratively, in the smart transportation system, by
minimizing the offloading delay in an open collaborative edge [64], the convergence leads
to a massive communication latency reduction, a stringent requirement for the effective
communication of autonomous vehicles. Likewise, in the smart healthcare system, the
convergence can considerably reduce the cost associated with remote healthcare giving,
just like the case of the OpenCare5G project [62], where the O-RAN concept was used to
realize an interoperable architecture housing hardware and software, virtual machines and
cloud-based open interfaces developed by different healthcare vendors.

Table 5. Summary of O-RAN in smart energy systems.

Reference, Year Objective Gap Contribution Remarks

Ref. [61], 2022 X3, Y1 Beamforming based on massive
multiple-input and multiple-
output (MIMO) in O-RAN is an
open problem

Implemented zero-forcing in O-
RAN to prove digital beamform-
ing reduces fronthaul traffic and
minimizes interference in IoE’s
communication channels

An effective smart energy-based beam-
forming solution should be scalable,
adaptive, and prevent unauthorized ac-
cess.

Ref. [85], 2022 X3, Y2 Model-based state estimation
methods are inefficient nowa-
days

O-RAN for intelligent data-
driven distributed state estima-
tion of phasor measurement
units (PMUs)

Effective PMU monitoring requires so-
lutions that consider real-time perfor-
mance, data quality and integrity, and
privacy and security

Table 6. State-of-the-art benefits of O-RAN-based IoT systems.

Reference, Domain Task Gain

Ref. [86], IoT devices Computation offloading from IoT devices to the net-
work edge

20 % reduction in energy consumption among for IoT devices

Ref. [64], Transportation Age of processing offloading for minimizing communi-
cation latency

More than 90 % reduction in computation cost leading to an
effective communication for vehicular networks

Ref. [61], Energy Digital beamforming for IoE Efficient beamforming network parameters required by
the IoE

Ref. [62], Healthcare Healthcare remedies covering rural communities Cost effective remote healthcare services

Ref. [34], Manufacturing Network slicing for IIoT Robust network for an effective monitoring and control in IIoT

4. Challenges and Future Research Directions

This section outlines several challenges and suggests some future research directions.
Some of the challenges listed are interoperability and standardization, robust, scalable
solutions, AI for O-RAN, and security and privacy. Future research directions include
O-RAN for IoT applications, security and privacy in O-RAN, explainable AI for IoT and
O-RAN integration and standardization, and research and development.

4.1. Challenges

Based on the investigation conducted in this study, it is clear that O-RAN can support
IoT systems in several ways. However, these systems comprise diverse devices used by
different application domains with different communication protocols to achieve their
respective goals. This could lead to several challenges that need to be addressed before
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these systems can be widely deployed. We have summarized the challenges based on the
dimensions below.

4.1.1. Interoperability and Standardization

Interoperability between IoT and O-RAN will be a significant challenge for integrating
the two systems because they comprise various devices from different manufacturers,
cross-layer networking topologies, and edge computing vendors, having their respective
communication protocols and standards. These devices span various application domains
(transportation, industry, healthcare, energy, etc.), where each application has its unique
requirements and data formats.

Second, O-RAN uses standard communication protocols like the 5G NR. In contrast,
IoT devices use various IoT-specific protocols (e.g., MQTT, CoAP, AMQP, etc.). Most IoT
devices have limited battery power. At the same time, the O-RAN concept is more complex
and battery-demanding than the traditional RANs.

Lastly, the development, validation, and testing tools are imperfect for extending the
O-RAN concept into IoT systems. Most of the efforts reviewed in this study are either
complex (computation-expensive), static (does not scale to environmental changes and
demands), visionary (theory/hypothesis, yet to be implemented), vulnerable to threats,
or even undeployable (needs thorough testing/validation) in some cases. There is a need
for standards, tools, and specifications that guarantee the integration and interoperability
operation of these systems.

The O-RAN Alliance has dedicated several focus groups working to ensure that the
O-RAN vision comes to fruition [87]. Similarly, there is a need for a dedicated group that
engages O-RAN and IoT standardization and research communities to investigate the
feasible ways O-RAN could be an idea match for IoT systems. At this juncture, there is
not much published research reporting the possible ways of integrating O-RAN interfaces
with IoT applications. How to implement IoT-specific protocols, such as RFID, NB-IoT,
LoRAWAN, etc., in O-RAN still needs to be discovered and investigated. Most of the
research efforts are visions and discussions for the future study. However, it is critical to
dedicate a focus group within the O-RAN Alliance community that engages the IoT research
community to develop standards and specifications for O-RAN to IoT integration. After
that, the yielded specifications will be helpful to the research on a theoretical foundation
and analysis, modeling and simulation testbeds, among others.

4.1.2. Robust and Scalable Solutions

Realising robust, dynamic, and adaptive O-RAN-based IoT solutions that shrink or
scale based on the operating environment requirements is hectic. This is because of the
diverging QoS and reliability criteria to be satisfied by the emerging systems. For example,
the systems are expected to scale either vertically or horizontally to accommodate the
increasing number of connected devices and be equipped with efficient network manage-
ment mechanisms for handling their dynamic resource allocation based on the demands of
IoT applications.

Similarly, as the system complexity grows, the attack surface for potential security
threats also increases. Conflicts may also emerge when the IoT devices employ incompatible
communication protocols with the O-RAN architecture.

Scalability challenges may also arise when IoT systems need to ensure seamless cross-
domain integration with legacy networks, cloud, or data centers. In addition, the vast
amount of data generated will require scalable analytics to generate relevant insights that
benefit the operating environment. The entire system lifecycle management strategies need
to be scalably dynamic and efficient, starting from onboarding, provisioning, and firmware
updates. Optimized communication protocols and mechanisms that extend the battery life
of these devices will also be required. The system will need to handle a massive variety of
new IoT device applications and services to be developed in the future. In other words,
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resilient solutions that scale to the operating environment dynamics remain open for the
research community to solve.

4.1.3. AI for O-RAN

AI can support the O-RAN network by enhancing its performance, efficiency, and
adaptability. On the other hand, AI deployment in O-RAN is not free from challenges. As
for the areas of support, with the intervention of the RIC, i.e., rApps/xApps, intelligence
could be deployed in O-RAN to yield an efficient network-slicing method. This will
dynamically slice the network to meet the needs of different IoT applications, enhance
edge intelligence by offloading computation to the edge of the network, improving the
performance and reducing the latency of IoT applications. It will also optimize resource
allocation in the network (bandwidth, power, etc.), enhancing IoT application performance
and reducing costs. Furthermore, it could orchestrate the deployment and operation of IoT
applications across the network, ensuring that applications are deployed most efficiently to
facilitate effective communication.

The challenges include data quality and availability, as AI models and algorithms
require large amounts of data to train and learn. This is a challenge in O-RAN, as the data
are distributed across multiple networks and devices. The quality of the data that are used
as the input to train AI models and algorithms is essential for the accuracy of the results. The
IoT data pipeline, especially for intelligent systems such as smart transportation, healthcare,
energy, etc., is critical when integrating IoT with O-RAN. This is because the nature of data
pipelines determines the quality of AI/ML model output and data analytic tools. However,
the data used in O-RAN networks are sometimes noisy and unreliable. Distributed AI
algorithms are primarily complex and computationally expensive to train and run. This
can be a challenge for O-RAN-based networks, which are mostly resource-constrained.

Similarly, AI models and algorithms can be challenging to interpret, which makes
it much more difficult to understand why they make certain decisions. This can be a
challenge for O-RAN operators, who need to be able to trust the decisions made by AI
models and algorithms. Finally, AI models and algorithms can be biased, leading to unfair
or discriminatory results. These challenges need to be addressed for effective intelligence
deployment in O-RAN networks.

4.1.4. Security and Privacy

O-RAN has a core networking infrastructure to support smart IoT systems, but the
significance of the security and privacy of the system and its data cannot be overemphasized.
There are inherent layer-wise IoT security and O-RAN privacy concerns, which can be
transferred to the O-RAN for IoT systems. For instance, by launching denial of service
(DoS) attacks on communication channels between the IoT system and O-RAN, adversaries
can disrupt the network established by the network protocols and prevent communication
between the two systems. Additionally, O-RAN, as a new architecture, opens an additional
vulnerability interface, which has left the research community with questions such as
the following: What are the security vulnerabilities to be realized from the emerging system?
How do we deal with such vulnerabilities to lead to trustworthy security of O-RAN systems for
IoT applications?

As evident from the previous sections, supporting IoT systems with O-RAN will yield
several promising benefits in terms of automation, cost savings, and interoperability while
increasing the system’s attack surfaces, i.e., exposing the resulting system to several security
threats that need to be taken care of to ensure the integrity, confidentiality, and availability
of the connected devices and data. Considering the sensing unit, for example, adversaries
can spoof the system to gain unauthorized access, thereby corrupting the data generated
by the sensing unit with the aid of malicious codes, hardware Trojans, etc., or launch
DoS/DDoS attacks by depleting the batteries of the narrow-band IoT sensing devices to
make their services unavailable as well as acting as a man in the middle (MITM) between
the industrial controllers among others.
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The processing unit is responsible for cleaning, filtering, and aggregating the data
generated using the networked edge/cloud computing infrastructure that can provision
data-driven ML/AI models to assist system security. In this unit, the adversaries can launch
attacks that hinder the integrity and availability of the generated data, for example, a
jamming attack (damaging the data using irrelevant signals), a hijacking attack that renders
the services unavailable, or a social engineering attack by misguiding the unit stakeholders.

The literature has recorded several attacks targeting the protocols, transmission chan-
nels, and standards used by the traditional communication unit. However, the O-RAN-
based communication unit is exposed to new versions of attacks targeting each layer of
the O-RAN setting. The non-RT-RIC guides and orchestrates the RAN using data-driven
policies deployed on containerized rApps, while the N-RT-RIC executes the policies with
the aid of the containerized xApps. Under openness in the system, adversaries can inject
malicious codes into the rApps/xApps as a backdoor or adversarial examples to destabilize
the system’s operation by compromising the guiding data or the model. The existence of
different xApps/rApps, as demonstrated in Figure 4, can result in several conflicts while
achieving the interoperability goal. Adversaries can leverage this loophole to misconfigure
and disrupt the decisions made by the operating apps or the radio resource management,
for example, to degrade the system’s performance or even trigger DoS attacks that will
shut down the RIC. The disaggregated components (CU, DU, RU) serve as another attack
target: network functions deployed on the cloud expose the system to internal and external
attacks. On the path to enabling interoperability, the open interfaces expose the system
to several threats like MITM, DoS, radio jamming, etc., which are targeted towards the
different levels of communication units.

Figure 4. Attack spaces in O-RAN assisted IoT systems.

The services unit integrates the preceding processes from the previous units to yield
an effective, efficient operating environment for the users. In this unit, adversaries could
inject malicious scripts into the system to launch phishing attacks or even attempt to hijack
the control unit’s safe operation, rendering the system unavailable.

4.2. Future Research Directions
4.2.1. O-RAN for IoT Applications

Designing O-RAN that supports IoT applications effectively will involve considering
scalability, flexibility, resource efficiency, and seamless integration with the diverse IoT
devices and use cases, i.e., starting from scalable architectures that support low power,
high data rates, and higher-performance devices to dynamic network slicing capabilities
implemented in dedicated virtual networks for different IoT use cases where each slice is
customized to meet specific IoT application requirements. Traffic models and analysis on
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IoT applications can characterize the traffic generated by IoT applications and improve
the efficacy of network resource management [88]. QoS differentiation mechanisms can
prioritize critical IoT applications to allocate network resources accordingly, as well as
robust security by design standards that protect IoT devices and data by enforcing continu-
ous monitoring, authentication, encryption, and threat detection mechanisms tailored to
IoT requirements. Seamless integration with edge computing infrastructures can enable
real-time data processing and decision-making while reducing latency for time-sensitive
IoT applications.

The development of standardized interfaces and protocols can promote interoperabil-
ity among different devices, vendors, IoT applications, and energy-efficient communication
protocols that boost the lifetime of the battery-powered devices, as well as facilitate cross-
domain orchestration and communication. Dynamic frequency allocation mechanisms that
optimize spectrum usage while minimizing interference among IoT devices will also be
required, as will APIs and interfaces that enable third-party developers and IoT solution
providers to innovate and integrate with O-RAN.

For O-RAN to remain relevant in supporting the next-generation IoT applications, the
O-RAN concept should remain adaptable and evolving to meet the changing dynamics
of IoT applications. This can only be achieved with continuous research and develop-
ment involving collaboration among standardization bodies and industry technocrats
to align O-RAN standards with emerging IoT standards to ensure seamless integration
and compatibility.

As described in Section 2, O-RAN has defined standardized interfaces (eCPRI, Fron-
thaul, F1, O1, etc.) to promote flexibility and interoperability among cellular vendors
for yielding lower operational and capital expenditures. In this context, with the aid of
the network slicing concepts introduced by 5G, these interfaces, if standardized for IoT
applications, could promote interoperability within and among IoT systems, just like in the
case of the production line of a smart factory as demonstrated in [59] or the traffic steering
process as depicted in [57].

Traditionally, IoT communications utilize short-range communication technologies
such as BLE, GSM, Wi-Fi, ZigBee, etc. Recently, IoT connectivity has been extended to
long-range, low-power WAN (LPWAN), such as LoRaWAN, NB-IoT, Sigfox, and LoRa.
Integrating 5G networks with LPWAN technologies based on new architecture such as O-
RAN will significantly improve IoT service use cases for industrial automation, smart cities,
and other applications [89,90]. Note that how to effectively integrate O-RAN interfaces with
IoT applications or implement IoT-specific protocols like the RFID, NB-IoT, LoRAWAN,
etc., in O-RAN remain unsolved problems that require further research concerning system
modeling, simulation, and empirical evaluations. Even though NB-IoT operates alongside
the LTE in the same frequency band, it is evident that the next-generation IoT applica-
tions [91] have diverging QoS and reliability requirements that NB-IoT cannot directly
satisfy, for instance, live-streaming video surveillance in smart cities or remote surgery in
healthcare, which are both high-bandwidth and low-latency applications, or autonomous
vehicles, which have stringent latency of 1 ms and high mobility requirements. NB-IoT
is only ideal for supporting massive connectivity-intensive applications requiring data
rates up to 254 kbps, which does not have mobility [92]. Among the feasible directions
for addressing this issue will be dedicating a focus group within the O-RAN Alliance
community which will engage both research and standardization communities to develop
standards and specifications for enabling O-RAN as a viable network infrastructure to
support IoT applications. After that, the yielded specifications could guide the research
community’s efforts towards developing theoretical foundation and analysis, modeling,
and simulation testbeds, etc., until the interoperability and integration vision becomes
a reality.
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4.2.2. Security and Privacy in O-RAN

Dealing with security and privacy issues in O-RAN will require ongoing strategies
involving continuous monitoring, assessment, and adaptation to evolving threats and
regulations by implementing various measures and best practices to protect the network,
devices, and data.

Starting from end-to-end encryption protocols, access control mechanisms, robust
authentication and authorization strategies, network segmentation, intrusion detection,
and prevention methods, based on Figure 4, it is clear that individual security and privacy
enforcement strategies are ineffective for O-RAN and emerging IoT systems. There is a
need for security and privacy by design principles, where security and privacy measures
are integrated into the design and development of these systems right from the beginning.
In this context, the emerging O-RAN-based IoT systems should integrate security and
privacy-preserving features, mechanisms, and best practices throughout the system’s entire
lifecycle, from its conceptualization and design to its deployment and maintenance.

For example, at the initial stage, the system’s threat surface should be identified and
modeled to identify the potential security threats and vulnerabilities the system may face to
guide the implementation of appropriate security controls. This will catalyze the realization
of secured end-to-end architecture in the future that is designed with robust authentication
mechanisms, access control strategies, and data encryption protocols to protect sensitive
data and prevent unauthorized access. Incorporating secure communication protocols shall
ensure data transmitted between IoT devices and the O-RAN network is encrypted and
protected from interception. Also, the system should implement continuous monitoring
mechanisms to detect and respond to security incidents in real time.

One example of the security and privacy by design principle is the zero-trust archi-
tecture (ZTA), where every player is considered an adversary unless verified to be proven
otherwise. The approach necessitates the continuous authentication, authorization, and
monitoring of every network stakeholder requesting or providing resources to enhance
security and reduce the risk of data breaches by minimizing the attack surface and limit-
ing lateral movement within the network [93]. According to some recent research works
conducted by [94,95], the ZTA concept has been applied to secure several facets of safety-
critical infrastructures. This includes communication networks and O-RAN on the one
hand [95–97] and the different IoT domains on the other [98–101]. However, as is obvious
from Figure 4, there is a need to develop ZTA to preserve the security and privacy of
O-RAN-based IoT systems. Likewise, the open capability of O-RAN interfaces and the
heterogeneous nature of IoT provide opportunities for malicious actors [102].

One of the leading security groups, namely, the O-RAN Alliance Security Work Group,
is continuously investigating the security challenges and defining O-RAN security solu-
tions [103]. Among the feasible directions for overcoming this is the zero trust architecture
(ZTA), which is currently on course for its standardization by the security focus group of
the O-RAN Alliance community. To summarize, a body of mechanisms concerning security
resilient design, AI-empowered threat detection and recognition, response, and recovery,
considering the performance requirements of IoT applications, should be systematically
studied. To this end, developing the integrated modeling, analysis, simulation, emulation,
and testbed-based evaluation study should be carried out. In this way, systematically un-
derstanding the foundational capability and limitation of threats and the ability of defense
schemes in the context of O-RAN enable IoT systems should be investigated.

4.2.3. Explainable AI for IoT and O-RAN Integration

One critical problem governing AI models and algorithms in AI-based O-RAN de-
cision making requires transparency. This causes difficulties for network operators in
identifying issues and root causes and further controlling the network with desired behav-
iors. Consequently, incorporating XAI into the O-RAN system management operations
process to learn how AI/ML models and algorithms make decisions and find ways to
validate them. Thus, to explain their outputs explicitly, running AI-based rApps/xApps
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should contain XAI approaches. This would enhance the accuracy and openness of out-
comes made by these systems and the network operators optimize the functionalities of
networks, leading to efficient network operations and services to IoT applications. For
instance, rApps/xApps can be developed with large language model (LLM) capabilities to
provide on-demand and real-time feedback to IoT systems.

Developing a naturalistic AI solution for O-RAN will involve integrating natural
language understanding and generation capabilities with O-RAN infrastructure to enhance
network management, troubleshooting, and communication. This will make it easier for
network administrators to interact with complex networking infrastructures using natural
language and improve network operations’ responsiveness and accuracy. Several factors
shall be considered before bringing such solutions to fruition [104].

4.2.4. Standardization Research and Development

Despite the challenges, the reviewed efforts presented in Section 3 can be regarded
as preliminary results supporting the feasibility of integrating the O-RAN concept into
IoT architecture to support the next-generation IoT systems. However, there is a need
for collaborative efforts in this direction from academia, industries, and all the relevant
bodies involved in transitioning these visionary ideas into reality. This can be achieved
by establishing a collaborative IoT ecosystem housing device manufacturers, solution
developers, and focus groups dedicated to IoT within the O-RAN Alliance community to
focus on IoT-related standards, use cases, and best practices.

Similarly, research and development should be geared toward simulation tools and
testbeds to motivate proof of concept developments and validation before deployments.
Some efforts have been recorded in this direction, which led to the development of an “open-
ran gym” [37] for end-to-end or comprehensive design and testing of data-driven xApps,
“ns-O-RAN” [105] for simulating O-RAN solutions in ns-3 [106], and “NS3-O-RAN” [107]
for simulating O-RAN-based AI/ML solutions in ns-3, etc. These efforts primarily focused
on the O-RAN concept. There needs to be more effort to develop testing/validation tools
for O-RAN-based IoT systems.

Finally, investments in training programs to develop a skilled workforce capable of
designing, deploying, and managing O-RAN networks should be encouraged in all facets
of teaching and learning. This should include formal and informal training on technical
aspects and best practices.

5. Final Remarks

IoT systems consist of physical devices and various objects connected and integrated
with monitoring and control capabilities, which can be applied to numerous critical infras-
tructure systems in energy, transportation, and cities, among others. With the advancement
of information communication technology, IoT systems can be enabled by sensors/actuators
and other enabling technologies, which support data collection and exchange and derive
intelligent decisions to guide their operations based on the collected data via viable data
science and machine learning technologies. The advancements in cellular networks, i.e., 5G
and beyond, have enabled these systems to achieve their required connectivity. How-
ever, their reliability and QoS across various pervasive domains require more effective,
economical, and adequate solutions.

In this paper, we have investigated the applications of O-RAN in this context by con-
ducting a literature survey to determine how openness in the RAN, as a critical networking
infrastructure, can support the next-generation IoT systems. This research proposes a prob-
lem space covering IoT systems: transportation, industry, healthcare, and energy; targets;
reliable communication, real-time analytics, fault tolerance, interoperability and integration,
and AI/ML; and RL and DNNs. We have outlined several challenges militating against
integrating these concepts and future research directions guiding how to design O-RAN for
IoT applications and deal with emerging security and privacy issues, natural AI solutions
in O-RAN, and finally, the standardization, research, and development efforts required in
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the forthcoming years. In the future, we plan to extend this research by investigating the
feasible simulation tools, experimental testbeds, and other supporting technologies that
could be leveraged to transform the interoperability and integration (Y4) vision into fruition,
as well as the systematical exploration of threats and the design of countermeasures to deal
with the security and privacy (Y3) of the emerging O-RAN-based IoT system.
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